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Abstract: Autism spectrum disorder is a neurodevelopment disorder characterized by impairment in social interaction, deficits in communication,
restricted and repetitive actions. Identification of disorder at an early stage decreases the level of dependency of a person. Feature extraction is used to
obtain the hidden information and Classifier the signals to identify whether the children had Autism Spectrum Disorder. The Proposed the system is molded to
estimate the condition normal or not. The results show accuracy in range (80-90) % when using KNN & NBC Classifier. The proposed model can be
adapted to help psychiatrist for diagnosis and intervention process.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Autism is a complex neuro behavioral condition that
includes
impairments
in
social
interaction
and
developmental
language and
communication
skills
combined with rigid, repetitive behavior [1]. The brain
develops rapidly during the first years of life and atypical
neurodevelopment is likely due to a combination of
genetics, biological, and environmental conditions, all
compounded by adaptations that result from atypical
interactions between the developing child and his or her
environment. Detection of autism signal is one of pattern
recognition problem that is influenced by two factors:
extracted features and classifier; where some of those
extracted features facilitate discrimination process of
classes which in turns normal classifier like different in
mean distance is sufficient. The identification of the Autism
Spectrum Disorder by analysis of EEG signal is used to
detect the disorder at an early stage as soon as possible. In
other cases there is a need for compatibility of features and
classifier to get good results.

II.PROPOSED METHOD
The main objective of this project is to acquire the EEG
signals of a person and to develop an autism spectrum
disorder identification tool to identify the disorder as early
as possible. If the disorder is identified early the chance of
risk for the individual is low and they can be provided with
therapy such as Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), Verbal
Behavior Therapy(VBT) and Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy(CBT) to decrease the level of dependency.
A. Block Diagram
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Fig. 1.Block Diagram
B. Process Description
EEG signals are affected by noise from child movement,
environment and electrode connection. Therefore, it is
necessary to pre-process EEG data to reduce the artifacts.
The mean value was subtracted from each channel then
EEG data were filtered using band pass filter (0.1- 60)
Hz[2]. All EEG data were normalized between (0 to 1) after
filter process.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD
A. Data acquisition:
EEG signals were recorded in a relaxing state and divided
into two groups: the first one is called a normal group
without any mental disorder and the second one is called
autistic group with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The data is
acquired from children using the neuro-max kit which is a
16-channel electrodes kit. An EEG signal is recorded with
16-channel at a sampling frequency of 256Hz. The data are
collected with 65 active EEG electrode. During the
acquisition of data a syrup called pedicloryl is given to avoid
insomnia and flushing. This syrup contains triclofos sodium
as an active ingredient. Collected data is filtered by band
pass filter with band pass frequency between (0.1-60)
HZ[3].
B. Normalisation:
In this process data are collected from different datasets
which is used to convert into single database. There are
different database were first database is in three digit
decimal form and another database in two digit decimal
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form which is used to convert into 0 to 1 using normalisation
method

Fig. 1.Normalization output
C. PreProcessing:
In the pre -processing stage, the acquired EEG signal will
be treated through a signal processing block to remove the
artefacts and noises in the signal. It is mandatory to remove
all artefacts and enhance the signal to noise ratio by
filtering the acquired data[2]. The filtering block aims to
remove artifacts, improve the stationary and increase
accuracy. An EEG signal frequency varies from 0.1 to
60Hz. A band pass filter was used to extract the required
frequency.
D. Feature Extraction:
EEG signal processing for epilepsy and autism spectrum
disorder
diagnosis
was
extracted
the
different
frequencies[5].By using certain mathematical formulaes are
used[9]. Diagnosis of autism through EEG processed by
advanced computational algorithms were extracted the
different computing phase squashing, phase, noise
elimination phase, classification-phase[3].The acquired
EEG signals of normal and autism children have different
features like mean, median, kurtosis and etc[2]. Each and
every EEG signal has unique value of features.
These features extracted from the signal and the data are
used to train the system to identify the normal signals from
the autism database. They are:
(i)Mean: Mean is add-up all the numbers and then divide by
the number of data.
Mean= sum of no of data /total number of
data.
(ii)Standard deviation: Standard Deviation is also known as
root-mean square deviation as it is the square root of
means of squared deviation from the arithmetic mean.
=√(∑(x-x)/n)
(iii)Variance: Variance is the average of the squared
differences from the Mean in Standard Deviation obtained.
2= ∑(x-µ)2 /n
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The formulation of the classification problem depends on
the analysis or diagnosis to be carried out. In classification
of Standard Derivation, Mode and variances as more
derivation for normal person and autism affect person can
identify from the above table. Classification is the method of
detection of a model that describes and distinguishes data,
for the purpose of being able to use the model to predict the
class of objects whose class label is unknown[4][6][8]. They
are two techniques
(i)K-Nearest Neighbor method is among the simplest
machine learning algorithms that classifies an object by a
majority vote of its k-Nearest Neighbor.
KNN=1/K xi Nk(x) Yi
(ii)Navie Bayes Classifier is a straight forward and powerful
algorithm for the classification task which is based on
applying Bayes theorem. The feature model used by a
Naïve Bayes classifier makes strong dependence
assumptions.
P (H/E) =P(E/H)* P(H)/P(E)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following describes experimental result for KNN and
NBC system analysis. The table contains weight of dataset,
weight of classification attribute values and average
classification of autism spectrum model details are shown.

Fig. 1.KNN classifier output
The above figure indicates the output of KNN classifier. The
1 in the output indicates ASD found and 0 indicates ASD
not found.

Table I: Feature extraction database

Fig. 2.NBC classifier output
The above figure indicates the output of NBC classifier. The
1 in the output indicates ASD found and 0 indicates ASD
not found.
E. Classifier method:
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A. Clinical Evaluation method:
If the conducted test is positive and the person have the
disorder it is considered as true positive while the person
have no disorder it is false positive. If the conducted test is
negative and the person have disorder it is false positive
and if the person have no disorder it is true negative. The
below mentioned formula is used to find the accuracy of the
tool.
Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+FP+FN+TN)
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V. FUTURE SCOPE
The combination of KNN and NBC methods is achieved the
best results with overall accuracy of % in classifier
techniques. By using KNN and NBC method got 89.54%
accuracy. For more accuracy of finding autism spectrum
disorder RCNN method will give 95% of accuracy.
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Fig. 3.Performances analysis
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